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Succession Planning: Canadian President 

SITUATION 

As they were starting to see some troubling performance and people issues manifest in their 
Canadian business, a multi-national pharmaceutical organization wanted to augment their 
internally focused succession planning process for their Canadian President. This was not yet, 
however, a dire situation and they did not want to engage in a traditional executive search. The 
client enlisted Bedford’s expertise to gain proactive perspective and insight on key talent 
dynamics in the Canadian marketplace. 

ACTION 

Working with the International VP of HR and the President for International markets, Bedford  
proposed leveraging our Strategic Talent Scouting offering. This approach would enable the 
client to achieve their objectives without jeopardizing their current incumbent President, thereby 
ensuring business continuity. 

We deployed our proprietary Bedford Transearch Orxestra™ Method to quickly profile the 
corporate culture and articulate the ideal "fit" for a succession President role. We leveraged our 
deep healthcare practice knowledge, along with and our research team’s capabilities to generate 
an in-depth report on the marketplace for Canadian healthcare leaders at the President level. The 
report spanned multiple areas of the healthcare landscape, including compensation trends, 
diversity, leadership, employment trends and general market observations. 

Bedford was also able to make recommendations to the client, based on our industry expertise, 
regarding who we believed would fit the President leadership requirements. Together, we agreed 
on a group of three prospective candidates for Bedford to approach confidentially about the 
organization and succession building initiative. In-depth Bedford leadership assessments were 
conducted and all three were set up to meet the President and VP of HR for International markets. 

IMPACT 

In addition to augmenting a very strong internal succession plan with an external lens for talent, 
Bedford strategically identified an external candidate that was ultimately the successful President 
hire. This individual has made a tremendous impact in not only growing the business into new 
areas, but has also led a cultural rejuvenation in the company. Due to their personal success, they 
were recently promoted to take on a larger mandate. 

 


